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Rifler <3. I'm afraid I can't recommend this product. As the author of Fatehaven seems to have missed the point of interactive
novels, namely the part where they're interactive. I will admit that I haven't finished the whole game, as I'm hoping to get a
refund, but judging by the first four chapters, the story flows more like a novel, and, to be fair, is well written and enjoyable.
But that's undermined by the fact that the 'decisions' you make in this story have little consequence outside of choosing the
gender, sexuality and name of the MC.

Otherwise, all choices lead to the same conclusion, with a little varying dialogue beng the only real difference between them.
Entire pages will pass by without a single decision at all during the "serious" moments of the story. Your characters personality
is also set in stone, with them constantly being a pervert (which can get kind of annoying) or automatically having certain
opinions on things.

But the biggest example of how linear this game this would have to be the inclusion of the "corruption" stat. As the name
implies, it determines how evil your character is, starting at zero, but steadily rising the more you kill people, or the more people
die. There's only one small problem, as listed above, none of your decisions matter, so the corruption stat will simply raise
automatically, independant of any choices you make. No really, mine rose from 0 to 20 during one of the earlier mentioned
moments where pages pass without there being any decisions from you.

Worse yet, is the illusion of free will they try to create in the game. For example, in battle, you have two choices, kill the
opponent with X, or kill the opponent with Y, that's it (Either choice raises your corruption level, btw). Why not have an option
to knock them out or restrain them? Especially if you're going to have this "corruption" stat be a part of the game, you could
have choosing a non-lethal option lower it instead of raise it. But no, that's too much interaction for this interactive novel.

Final verdict: 3.5\/10. A very well-rounded shmup with excellent sprite art and arcade feel. Well, this was in an arcade in Japan,
there is no faux stuff here, if you play well it gets balls-to-the-wall hard. There is simplicity in its mechanics at the surface but a
lot of depth thanks to the three-weapon based power up system and the black hole special weapon.

You collect medals that grow in value ala Battle Garegga and depending how you perform you get entirely different versions of
the stages, some of them very challenging. The 1cc or 1 credit clear doesn't come easy at all!

Performance wise, the game runs like a charm even in lesser configurations. A pad is most definitely needed to play properly
(or a big hori stick I guess) but I've only played with the Xbox 360 controller. No idea if others work as well.

All in all, a very nice entry on the Triangle Service library.. I'm pretty torn on this one.

On one hand:
+ the subject matter is very interesting
+ the production values and voice acting is quite good
+ it can educate you on a piece of history

On the other:
- it does not play all that well
- the game desperately needs controller support, but two sequences that have medical gameplay that feels ripped from the Wii's
Trauma Center series (and seem pretty out of place in this game, honestly) probably make that impossible to implement
- the game abruptly ends after 2-3 hours, at what feels like the very beginning of the second act of a three-act story
- the choices you are presented with seem to make zero difference
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I have given this a "No" recommendation, but if you want to see (part of) a story from a piece of history you may not know
much about and are okay with a short adventure that does not seem to play all that well, it's worth a pickup.

I was just warming up to the game when it suddenly ended, so it's too bad the game could not have seen the story through to the
end.. I can't recommend this game. The puzzles are either too simple or make almost no sense. The little story addition is lame
and wastes time. Very little to interact with and the things you can are often annoying to grab.. I cant play it, always starts with a
black screen and the title screen with nothing to click.. Love the tone of this one. So many things to do! Hidden things too! I do
wish that you could use the spells in a more practical way than just as practicing on things around the room. Well worth
plaything, though.. This Is VERY Good Game Buy It 27 May 0.74 USD AND buy it When expert Sale !!!. Disclaimer: I am a
not a real life ping pong player

I didn't know what to expect from a VR ping pong game, because I never liked any on a 2D screen (mouse, gamepad or Wii
remote...). But in VR it was fun to play (instead of being frustrating to play on a 2D screen), and after a few games my
performance improved.

Only 0.1 hours on my first try, but I played over 70 balls in that short time : A dozen wins and 60 losses on easy mode, with
plenty of room to improve :). It is bad, boring and buggy. And that fresh twist is... ever heard of the fisherman in Ast\u00e9rix?
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This is a great time killer but if you enjoy fast-paced games then this isn't helpful to you I played this when i was a kid and i
loved it and then i searched for it and found it. it really is a great game to just chill with.. A very fun and relaxing game. Starts
off easy, but becomes more challenging as it progress. Looks great too!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iprFTMU-GY8. Well, you guys should edit this profile and correct those tags! There is a "co-op" tag which
isn't clear enough. The game is playable only local co-op. I thought I can play with my friend online because there is "Co-op"
tag, apart from "local co-op." I requested refund already. If there is someone looking for an online co-op experience, I suggest
do not buy. Otherwise the game seems nice.. Probably the most experimental title from Rail Slave Games, it's their take on
asynchronous multiplayer. Trust your cursor if you can't figure out what to do next.

Tab is also your friend. :). Simple and polished. This is the remake/return of the older game ZenBlade (of which I have many
more hours playtime). One of the best VR experiences - no fluff, just pure skill and score. The sword physics and cutting are
much cleaner than other similar games, and it focuses more on clean skillful cuts rather than flailing around wildly. It's also
great for demo'ing to friends trying out VR.

tldr: BUY. Another "rushed" Add-on from Kevin Nitschmann & Co.

Where is the love and passion of the game these days...
They seem desperate in money, well they got my \u20ac29.95...

And sadly, there is better add-ons for OMSI...
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